
Generalization in multitask deep neural classifiers: a statistical physics approach1

We would first like to thank all three reviewers for their thorough, constructive and considered reviews. Each of2

them showed a good understanding and appreciation of our work, and we are glad they found it to be a clear and3

interesting approach to an important problem in the field. Even after allowing for many simplifications to make our4

model theoretically tractable, there remain several technically involved derivations that were difficult to describe clearly5

in our attempts at linking the analytical and experimental results. The reviewers have correctly pointed out instances6

where we could do a better job describing our findings. We will go through these below and will incorporate these7

suggestions within the final manuscript.8

Ties to statistical physics: The title was intended to convey the fact that the techniques employed in our analysis are9

extensions of those used by physicists to analyze disordered systems. As alluded to in the opening to section 2 and10

Appendix A, our model is a nonequilibrium variant of Derrida’s Random Energy Model. The stochasticity in the data is11

the analog of “quenched disorder" in a spin-glass while the loss plays the role of the free energy. We are, of course, not12

the first to use such an analogy (e.g. references 4-7 in the appendices to our paper). This correspondence provided13

invaluable intuition that rendered calculating expectations in our model tractable, thereby allowing us to draw strong14

conclusions on the training dynamics. We will update the final manuscript to describe this analogy more explicitly.15

On increasing the sophistication of the teacher: We’re assuming that by “a more complicated ground truth”, the16

reviewer means either using a deep, non-linear neural net as a teacher or directly using the empirical distribution of the17

data. In the former case, our techniques carry over to deep teachers with ReLU activations at the expense of additional18

technical baggage and the ad hoc assumption that ReLU transformations preserve the covariance of a distribution up to19

an overall scaling factor. As for the latter case, the primary challenge lies in properly defining task relatedness for a20

given dataset. We have thought quite a bit about how to run these experiments using MNIST, but have been blocked on21

defining a robust measure of task-relatedness. This is a non-trivial problem that, to the best of our knowledge, has not22

been addressed in the literature. As such, this is still a matter of active research. One key element of the definition in the23

manuscript is that it can be varied independent of noise level. Retaining relatedness as a factor independent of noise24

unfortunately excludes many potential definitions (e.g. angle between tasks in an embedding space). Thus, we feel that25

such an extension presents many original challenges and should remain outside the scope of the current study.26

Rank of the teachers/students: Our results hold for arbitrary rank as long as rankstudent ≥ rankteacher. We27

highlighted the rank-1 case solely to ease visualization of the dynamics. We should have clarified this in the paper and28

will do so in the final version.29

Improving the exposition of the derivations30

Conditions claimed in L181-184: We will amend the manuscript to indicate that the equation directly preceding eqn.31

A:20 in the appendix implies the conditions stated. We will re-label the equations accordingly.32

L185-186 & L189-190: why is sAg(sA) < s̃Ag(s̃A) when labeled data is scarce and why does sAg(sA)→ s̃Ag(s̃A)33

when training data is abundant?34

Briefly, we approximate the matrix G(W) ' g(W)I, where g(W) is a scalar function (see Appendix B). This is strictly35

true for Ndata →∞. The leading order correction is ofO( 1
Ndata

). For finite size datasets, assuming that G(W) evolves36

on a much slower time scale than W, integrating eqn. (11) in Appendix B yields
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as the fixed point of the dynamics. This gives the quoted results. We will include a detailed argument in the appendix.38

More generally, we will update the main paper to better reference the derivations in the appendix.39

Clear takeaways and link to experiments40

The remaining suggestions focused on clarifying the key takeaways and linking the experimental and analytical findings.41

We now summarize our analytical results in a table (a subset of rows are shown in table 1 due to space constraints) and42

will clearly reference it when discussing the corresponding results in the experimental section. Finally, Figure 2 was43

likely too ambitious, so we have redone it to highlight subsets of variables as we did in Figure 3. The original Figure 244

will be moved to the appendix for completeness.45

Table 1: A sampling of the key takeaways
independent variables
rAB sB Ndata effect on MTA←B analytical explanation

0 any any 0 sA = s̃A
> 0 ↗ any ↗ (sA − s̃A)↘ as sB ↗

rAB ↗ (0 < rAB � 1) any limited ↗ (sA − s̃A)↘ as rAB ↗
any any abundant small s̃Ag(s̃A)→ sAg(sA)


